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Embattled EPA chief resigns
Pruitt under fire for ethics
questions about travel,
spending, lobbyist relations
By CORAL DAVENPORT
NEW YORK TIMES

Scott
Pruitt
Outgoing EPA
chief facing ethics
investigations

WASHINGTON — Scott Pruitt, the
administrator of the Environmental
Protection Agency and architect of
President Donald Trump’s aggressive effort to rewrite the govern-

ment’s rule book on environmental
regulations, resigned Thursday in
the face of numerous ethics investigations that doomed his tenure.
Despite Pruitt’s efforts to nurture
a close relationship with the president, Trump himself announced the
resignation in a tweet sent from Air
Force One. He thanked Pruitt for an
“outstanding job” and said the agency’s deputy, Andrew Wheeler, a former coal lobbyist, would take over as
the acting administrator on Monday.

Pruitt in his resignation letter cited “unrelenting attacks on me personally” as one of the reasons for his
departure. Pruitt had been hailed by
conservatives for his zealous deregulation, but he could not overcome
a spate of ethics questions about his
alleged spending abuses, first-class
travel and cozy relationships with
lobbyists.
Pruitt also came under fire for
enlisting aides to obtain special favors for him and his family, such as

reaching out to the chief executive
of Chick-fil-A, Dan T. Cathy, with
the intent of helping Pruitt’s wife,
Marlyn, open a franchise of the
restaurant.
The resignation appeared to happen quickly.
On Wednesday, Pruitt attended two July 4th parties, one at the
White House and another at the Department of Interior. One attendee
TURN TO EPA » PAGE A11
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Parched prospects ahead
SONOMA COUNTY WATER AGENCY

A high-definition camera is
stationed in the mountains above
San Diego.

Camera
network
could
find fires
Sonoma County studies
$475K plan to mount
8 webcams by October
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Eric Sirks of Windsor hikes at Foothill Regional Park on Thursday in Windsor. Sonoma County was designated as abnormally dry by the Drought
Monitor. Lake County and portions of Eastern Napa County were moved into the moderate drought category.

Some 85 percent of California now in abnormally dry or drought status
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

ixteen days into summer, with
wildfires raging over the bone-dry
landscape and more scorching hot
days ahead, it might feel as if California is
on the verge of another drought.
The official word from weather authorities shows much of the state trending in
that direction.
Abnormally dry or drought conditions
prevail over 85 percent of California,
including the coast from Monterey County
to the Oregon border, the U.S. Drought
Monitor said Thursday.

Nearly all of Lake County and parts of
eastern Napa and Mendocino counties are
now in moderate drought, authorities said.
The coast of central and southern
California, from San Luis Obispo County to the Mexican border, is in “severe
drought,” with the state’s southeastern toe
in “extreme drought.”
The contrast is stark with last year at
this time.
In mid-2017, on the heels of a
drought-busting rainy season, the same
report listed 76 percent of California — encompassing everything north of Monterey
County — free of drought or abnormal
dryness. Abnormally dry and moderate

drought conditions were mostly limited
to a coastal strip running south from San
Luis Obispo County.
This year, the outlook is more varied,
with much of the Northern California
coast and Sierra Nevada now categorized
as abnormally dry. Wildland blazes have
fed on those dry conditions, with more
than 2,600 wildfires reported so far this
year.
But reservoir levels remain much better
off than in previous summers at this time.
Ten of the state’s major reservoirs are
holding nearly as much or more water
TURN TO PARCHED » PAGE A10

US erased records of migrant families
Deletion of data linking
children, parents makes
reunifications difficult
Bu CAITLIN DICKERSON
NEW YORK TIMES

Faced with a court-imposed
deadline to reunite families separated at the southwest border,
federal officials are calling in
volunteers to sort through records and are resorting to DNA
tests to match children with

Records linking chilparents. And they ac- INSIDE
dren to their parents
knowledged for the first Federal judge
have disappeared, and
time Thursday that of backs state law
in some cases have been
the nearly 3,000 children limiting local
who are still in federal cooperation with destroyed, according to
two officials of the Decustody, about 100 are immigration
partment of Homeland
younger than 5. The authorities / A8
Security, leaving offifamily separations, part
cials struggling to idenof an aggressive effort
by the Trump administration to tify connections between family
deter illegal immigration, have members.
The effort is complicated by
produced a chaotic scramble as
officials now face political and the fact that two federal agencies
judicial pressure to reunite fam- are involved in detaining and
sheltering migrants, and they
ilies.

did not initially share records
with each other. On Friday, the
leadership of the Department
of Health and Human Services,
which shelters the children and
must now undertake reunifications, sent out a plea to federal
public health workers for help
with an exhaustive manual
search of records.
The agency said it needed
to read through original documents of all children in federal
TURN TO MIGRANT » PAGE A2

Starting this fall, a new network of high-tech web cameras
could help first responders and
government officials in Sonoma
County respond more quickly
to wildfires and decide how best
to deploy their resources when
major blazes ignite.
As proposed by the county Water Agency, the project
would start as an eight-camera
system, mostly located in the
north county and aimed at the
Lake Sonoma watershed, which
risks catastrophic damage from
a major fire in the area.
One of the pan-tilt-zoom cameras would be located on Sonoma Mountain and two would
be installed at the Pepperwood
Preserve, where they would
have eyes on some of the OctoTURN TO CAMERA » PAGE A2
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